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gave strange new powers to her artists, and Japan intensi-
fied this by. making it the discipline for the governing
class. Combining a strong and austere ethic with keen
sensitiveness to beauty it proclaimed a way of life, Bushido,
which is Athenian in its search for the Good, the True and
the Beautiful, and Spartan in its stern simplicity.
Seated in his bare yet lovely tea-room the nobleman
looked out into a garden of perfect proportions, an abode
of serenity, and here his idealism was quickened and his
courage nerved to the tasks of the day; or, failing, sought
here resignation and stoicism; and as he developed powers
of intuition reached at rare moments Satori or enlighten-
ment. For Zen—tutor of warrior and of aristocrat—is
after all Buddhism; garden and tea-ceremony and zazen
are but the technique 'for the dispersal of tie clouds of
ignorance and worldly care that the moon may shine
undimmed'. So man awakes to the Inner Light. Satori as
written in the Chinese chronicles means T and 'Mind';
it is the symbol for the discovery of the true self—or core
of one's own being and of all things. This leads to acqui-
escence and resignation as well as to peace, and another
aspect of it is resolution to go forward, repenting of the
evil or expiating the past.
Bushido means the Way of Knighthood, and it is Zen
which called into articulate expression this code of the
Samurai. Handed down orally, or accepted almost uncon-
sciously, it is an organic growth with many roots. Some
are in the old Shinto with its sense of unseen presences,
*a cloud of witnesses' calling on their descendants to be
worthy; some are in Buddhism, such as resignation and
the sense of the transiency of life. Thus when a great
teacher of sword-play had done his part he could say
'Beyond this I leave you to Zen'. If then the Shinto root
is loyalty and reverence to the Kami, the Buddhist root
is in mystical experience: when all passes that abides.
If Shinto inculcated loyalty to country, Buddhism
taught loyalty to truth, and these as we know are often
in conflict.

